Alteration of the river regime due to small hydropower schemes
Assessment of the natural and modified flow regimes
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Introduction

 For each of the case studies, the following steps have already been taken:

 Rivers are presently experiencing dramatic changes in the stream flow regime due
to diverse natural and artificial stimulus’. The increasing pressures due to water
needs and global changes can compromise long-term planning for sustainability of
water resources and ecosystems maintenance, if concerns with ecological
processes determined by the river are not addressed.

•

Establishment and comparison of the natural and modified river flow
regimes at a daily time step, based on hydrological, Portela, Quintela,
2006, and simulation models.

•

Characterization of the changes of the river flow regimes, on a first
approach, through the use of very simple methodologies and indexes.

 The general layout of the hydropower schemes includes a small weir/dam, a
diversion circuit comprehending a channel/tunnel, a penstock and the power
house.

Objectives

 The schemes have run-of-rivers exploration, though some of them include small
reservoirs for daily/weekly flow regulation.

 In the scope of the Project Oasis (ref. PTDC/AAC-AMB/120197/2010), several small
hydropower schemes were selected as case studies, with the aim of assessing the
alteration of the flow regime due to those schemes and, based on vegetation
descriptors, also of the riparian vegetation, Belmar Díaz et al., 2013.

 The comparison between the natural and modified flow regimes, for a ten year
period, for some of the case studies, is showcased in this presentation, to illustrate
the noticeable differences between the aforementioned types of flow.

Examples of case studies
• Cabrum River – Ovadas, Freigil and Aregos
case studies

• Ave River – Guilhofrei, Ponte da Esperança
and Andorinhas case studies
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Preliminary results

 For each of the case studies, the natural flow regime concerns the river discharge prior to the
scheme construction, while the modified flow regime to the one subsequent to said construction.

 The graphs displayed show substantial differences between
natural and modified regimes. However, such differences will
be subsequently quantified, based on indicators of
hydrological alteration (IHA), Ritcher et al., 1996.

 The comparison between the two regimes is exemplified based in a 10-year period for the river reach
between the water intake and the turbine tail race.
• Cabrum River

• Ave River

Ovadas hydropower scheme
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 There are several of these indicators and they may be
organized into groups according to the intrinsic attributes of
the flow regime they comprise: i) magnitude, ii) frequency, iii)
duration, iv) timing and v) rate of change.
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 To compare the two regime the Pardé-coefficients for the
Freigil scheme were obtained.
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 The Pardé-coefficient for a given day is defined as the ratio
between the average of the daily flow for that day and the
average daily flow over the recording period (modulus).
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